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Urban Veteran Recordings 

Press Release 

Release: 6th August 2012 

Urban Veteran Recordings are proud to bring you this stellar release showcasing the talents of rising
Drum and Bass producers Subreflex & Corpz and Noshad Defiance. Championing high quality Drum
and Bass, Urban Veteran Recordings are set to catapult these producers to household name status with
this electrifying double A side that is guaranteed to captivate audiences from all over the globe.
Following on from the success of the Nowhere to Run EP, the rising label has included more aggressive
Drum and Bass in this release offering. 

Method by producers Subreflex and Corpz is a dark techy step track that draws your attention from the
first note with its raw sampling and distorted synths. The pace of the dynamic track is kept by the
complex drum patterns which are peppered with vocal snippets from old movies to add a vintage feel to
the track. The soaring and chopping synths are reminiscent of early Hazard tracks fused with elements
of Calyx and Teebee to create a dark roller that reflects the methods used to create the mind blowing
production. 

On the flip, Noshad Defiance breaks down musical boundaries with the impressive The Music Stopped,
an infectious track which leaves the audience in shock at the sheer dance floor destruction that takes
place when this tune is dropped. The Music opens with a vocal sample from an old American film that
instantly catches the listener’s attention as tracks like these always do before launching the tuneful bass
line which will keep you tapping your toes until the early hours when the lights in the club are switched
back on. Rock inspired string sections push the track forward in a way similar to Pendulum’s early work. 
Method/The Music is a high quality release from a high class Drum and Bass label that is destined to
explode onto the scene this Summer. If you love your Drum and Bass, this is definitely a release not to
sleep on! 

DJ SUPPORT 
Spice (Kool FM), Sappo (1Xtra), Robbie D (Unite Radio), Certified Sickness (Lay Low), Unix (Hustlin
Beats), Warren B (Kool FM), Premium (DnB Radio), Veak (Radio Primitive FM), Shrust (Ruff Radio) 

Listen Here: http://soundcloud.com/cpromotion/min...-urban-veteran 

To Keep updated with all things Urban Veteran check out the twitters and Facebooks! 

http://www.facebook.com/noshadd 
http://www.facebook.com/sam.urbanveteranrecords 
http://www.facebook.com/Subreflex 

https://twitter.com/SamUrbanVeteran 
https://twitter.com/DJNOSHADD 

safeee keep the music going and support the scene
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